Executive
Preston Creative Partnership
Room B, Town Hall
Monday 12th September 2016
Apologies Shirley Bailey (Curious Minds)
Jack Bamber (Bluestreak)
Derri Burdon (Curious Minds)
Di Cuming (LUDUS)
Jon Finch: Observer (Harris)
Chris Gilligan (Derelict + Angel Club North)
Ruth Heritage (They Eat Culture)
Tim Joel (PCC)
Rita Whitlock: PCP Admin: Observer (PCC)
Please could people send apologies as early as possible as low attendance (inquorate) means
that we probably would have cancelled this meeting as no decisions can be made.
Attend

Jenny Rutter: PCP Chair (JCR Creative)
Chris Davies: PCP Vice Chair (Alison)
Phil Kyle (Salsa North West)
Catherine Shaw (Derelict + Angel Club North)

16-41

PCP Membership
Phil chat about minority group involvement with Lancashire Encounter (and therefore
connections with PCP & Cultural Framework Committee)
Need an open opportunity for groups & individuals from minority groups to express their culture
(informally/naturally), not make an application.
It was noted that CFC/PCC may be worried about the informality and PCP only support
practitioners (people intending to be practitioners in Preston) not community arts groups (eg
Mela, Carnival etc).
Recommended solutions

16-42

i.

PCP to support Phil as a practitioner to frame a bid for Lancashire Encounter next time to
create such a space as a part of a designated 'Preston creative area' promoting
quality/diverse practice in the city.

ii.

PCP to request that individual board members target finding practitioners from ethnic
groups that are interested in promoting - maybe a subgroup - mapping project will help ACTION: Catherine to talk to Toni Pool.

Update ACE Bid and Planning
1. Brief has been advertised - waiting for applications - is brief on the website ACTION: Chris
2. Ruth consultation - the development is ongoing this work will probably happen Jan to
March 2017.

3. Other than Jenny & Chris nobody has put themselves forward yet for the selection panel
for the post ACTION: anyone interested?

16-43

Lancashire Encounter
1. PCP to have a hub at the festival.
2. Be at launch & try to drum up membership Friday 23rd 7pm also need volunteers to hand
out leaflets and chat to people on 24th - anytime between 11 – 3
3. Video editing by Chris. ACTION: people send Chris files.
4. No event PCP party but do a social first week 8th December - food, entertainment, disco recruit people for Hull - at Evoke?

16-44

Great Place Scheme Application
Lancaster Preston Partnership Bid - skill swapping - helping each other bid - M6 corridor - ACTION
Jenny contact Tim.

16-45

Representative: Arts Lancashire Meeting
Arts Lancashire are looking for 2 nominations from each network and re-electing a Chair and Vice
Chair. Ruth interested and continue her work with Arts Lancashire - ACTION proposed Jenny and
Ruth - if Ruth fancies Vice Chair go ahead - Jenny happy to stay as Chair.

16-46

Representative: Arts Exchange
Catherine interested in going to 4th Nov - at Lancaster Storey - ACTION as many people to go as
possible.

16-47

Updates
i.

Phil resubmitting in multi-cultural bid for event on Moor Park to the Arts Council.

ii.

Soundskills bSnug and live bands recording (developing an estate live music scene).

Date and Time of Next Meeting:

Monday 14th November 2016, 10am.

